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It's taken Montreal's Lhasa De Sela six years to come up with a new album, but she still couldn't
think of a title aside from her first name for the disc that'll hit Canadian stores on April 21 via
Audiogram.
De Sela wrote and produced her third album herself, mostly live and entirely to tape, at Montreal's
Hotel2Tango studio between December 2007 and November 2008. Thierry Amar (Godspeed You!
Black Emperor, Carla Bozulich) and Howard Bilerman (Arcade Fire, Basia Bulat) engineered the
record.
Lhasa is De Sela's first LP written entirely in her native language of English, but still draws from her
gospel, folk, country, blues and world music influences.
"As someone who's spent most of my life living in my second or third language, there's something
very sweet about coming back to my own language in music," De Sela wrote in a MySpace blog
entry earlier this year. "A layer of effort falls away."
The follow-up to 2003's The Living Road was recorded with harpist Sarah Page, guitarist Joe Grass,
bassist Miles Perkin, violinist/guitarist Freddie Koella and drummer Andrew Barr.
"After the release of The Living Road, I toured with my band for two years," De Sela wrote. "Then I
needed a break.
"Then I started writing songs, and slowly realized that I would need to record with a new band. I love
the band I worked with on The Living Road tour, just these songs needed something different...
"So I started to look around, backwards as usual, started by looking far and then ended up looking
near, in my own neighborhood, and found the perfect musicians for these songs as if by magic (with
much help from my good genie, Sarah Page, who plays harp on the album and brought me to the
musicians who were right in front of my nose)."
Lhasa's first single is "Rising," which is a collaboration with 2007 Polaris Music Prize winner Patrick
Watson. It can be heard on De Sela's MySpace page along with another new song titled "Fool's
Gold."
De Sela's Spanish-language La Llorona debut sold 500,000 copies worldwide and received a 1998
Juno Award for best global album.

De Sela will play these shows:
May 23 Reykjavik, Iceland @ Reykjavik Arts Festival
Oct. 16 Amsterdam, Netherlands @ Paradiso
Oct. 19 Paris, France @ Olympia
Here are the songs on Lhasa:
"Is Anything Wrong"
"Rising"
"Love Came Here"
"What Kind Of Heart"
"Bells"
"Fool’s Gold"
"A Fish On Land"
"Where Do You Go"
"The Lonely Spider"
"1001 Nights"
"I’m Going In"
"Anyone And Everyone"
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By Kerry Doole
There have been few Canadian musical stars as elusive or reclusive as Lhasa de
Sela. A little freaked out by the success of her Juno-winning, platinum-selling
1998 album, La Llorona, she literally ran away and joined the circus (in France).
She returned in 2003 with the stunning The Living Road, then dropped out of
sight again. Thankfully, she's back, and with an equally accomplished disc. Hers
is one of those voices that you have to hear to believe. An instrument of
astonishing purity, strength and clarity, it somehow transcends genre, as do
Lhasa's eloquent songs. World music, folk, blues and cabaret strains merge
seamlessly, though the French- and Spanish-sung songs that graced earlier albums
are absent. The instrumentation and her production are equally imaginative, as on
opening track "Is Anything Wrong," which incorporates pedal steel and harp
effectively. Patrick Watson contributed music to two songs: the haunting "Rising"
and "Where Do You Go." There's an oft-melancholy atmosphere to the songs, as
on "Bells" ("bells are ringing, birds are flying upside down, my heart has been lost
for too long"). The results are a little akin to the emotional impact of fado. If she
ever played the conventional promotional game, Lhasa would surely be a major
international star. For now, we can just be grateful for a new gem. (Audiogram)
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Lhasa de Sela's third album is mainly a collection of slow, pondering songs about the
jailhouse of broken dreams. Yes, it's a breakup disc, written from a condition of apparent
emotional exhaustion. Some of these tuneful songs are almost folk music, in the
directness of what they say and how they say it. Fool's Gold ("Did you earn the fool's
gold that you gave me?") is a folk waltz with harp, but would also sound right with a
dulcimer.
Lhasa long ago gave up the rough, guttural singing style of her explosive Spanishlanguage debut La Llorona (1998). Here, she sings in English with a cool, opaque,
vulnerable sound and minimal inflection. At this scale, tiny gestures have large effects,
especially when the accompaniments, played mostly by fellow Montrealers, sound dark
and quietly dangerous. It all works (well, maybe not 1001 Nights, a nearly spoken-word
number from the bleakest corner of the jailhouse), though like most breakup albums, this
one is probably best sampled in small doses.

